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It was not just Levi Garrison who appeared in front of them with a large number of mutant living dead.

Zoey, Xiao Feng, Azure Dragon (Qinglong)…

Hundreds or even thousands of variants of living dead appeared in front of everyone.

Before everyone was surrounded, there were at most hundreds of variants living dead.

Hundreds of them this time!

The most important thing is that everyone has so many in front of them!

...
Plus everyone is separated!

For a while, Zoey and others were trapped by hundreds of mutant living dead.

“No! Be careful, everyone!”

...
Azure Dragon (Qinglong) shouted.

“The boss must be dangerous! With so many monsters, the three of them can’t be protected by the
unicorn!”

“We try to get closer to the boss, and besides, everyone is strong in gathering together!”

……

Everyone agrees with Azure Dragon (Qinglong)’s ideas and commands.

But when it started, everyone was dumbfounded.

Everyone is besieged by hundreds of mutant living dead.

It’s hard to protect yourself!

It is different from the variants of the living dead in the Sanxing Group’s metal fortress.

They are like wild beasts.

No thinking, no organization.

But these mutant living dead in front of them are obviously controlled by Maya Industry, so they can do
whatever they want?

If it is a group of uncontrolled mutants living dead, then everyone is easy to escape.

But now they are controlled by Maya Industry, and they cooperate with each other tacitly to maximize
their respective advantages.

Zoey these strong men are locked up, unable to move even half a step.

And everyone quickly became dangerous.

I can’t even take care of myself, let alone save Levi Garrison.

How could it be… the

other side.

In front of the four of Levi Garrison, a total of two thousand variants of the living dead appeared.

There are also variant living dead appear on the left, right and back.

A total of four to five thousand variants of the living dead.

Surrounded them tightly.

“f*ck! This…”

Kirin ( Qilin )’s body trembled a little.

The other two are even more scared.

What is this going to do?

None of them can be killed.

Thousands of them…

Levi Garrison looked cold.

More than this have been killed.

Not to mention these things.

But Levi Garrison laughed suddenly.

Great opportunity!

This is an excellent opportunity for him… he

can go out alone…

“Boom…”

Everyone can’t think about it.

A large number of mutant living dead on the opposite side all rushed over.

“The left is the weakest! Boss, we cut a hole from the left, you must rush out!”

Kirin ( Qilin ) immediately found the weak spot.

He took the lead and slammed out from the left.

After Zhou Ke broke.

As for the demons and evil spirits, they used the ghosts and charms to send Levi Garrison out.

Subsequently, three people blocked it.

Levi Garrison observed.

Most of the mutant living dead rushed straight towards themselves.

The rest entangled Kirin ( Qilin ) and the three of them.

And the plums around them are the same, these variants of the living dead are just entangled.

And they weren’t aiming at killing people, and another attack was limited.

You may be seriously injured, but you will not die.

For them, this is the best opportunity for experience.

There is no life-threatening words.

Levi Garrison still didn’t choose to shoot.

It seems that this group of mutant living dead are coming for themselves, they are deliberately
manipulated.

Maya Industry wants to die by itself!

Levi Garrison left immediately.

Temporarily came to an area farther away than plums dyed them.

But if it is rescued, he will show up for the first time.

Two or three thousand variants of the living dead still followed him behind him.

Is searching for him carpet-like in this direction.

Levi Garrison had already turned on the signal-shielding instrument at this time, so that he was not
under the surveillance of Maya Industry.

“Huh? People? Why did Levi Garrison disappear suddenly? Did he run away?”

Soon, Maya Industry was in chaos.

Can’t find Levi Garrison.
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“Impossible! Where can he rush to in such a short time? He must have found a place to hide!”

“Find! Use all equipment to find him! Levi Garrison must die! I have endured him for a long, long time.
That’s it!”

… On the

aircraft carrier, the senior officials of Maya Industry were deeply distressed by Levi Garrison.

And listening to the words, he is Levi Garrison’s acquaintance!

The enemy for a long time.

...
On the other large screens, images and information data are continuously transmitted.

“Hahaha… This time we have forced out Kirin ( Qilin ), Xiao Feng, and Zoey’s tricks… all have been
transmitted! It is equivalent to saying that the current Kirin ( Qilin ) powerhouses, they have no
reservations for us! This It kills two birds with one stone!”

Someone surprised.

...
The man nodded: “Well, not bad!”

“It’s just a pity… 1/3 of the strong have all withdrawn. They are all related to the Bible Organization. Did
the Dark God guess that we all intended? So let Everyone has withdrawn?”

Someone asked.

“It’s possible! Without the Bible Organization, we lost one third of our data all at once! This is extremely
unfavorable for us!”

“To this day, we still don’t know the true identity of the Dark God. Where is it sacred?”

… While

Maya Industry was discussing matters , Levi Garrison was hiding in a towering tree.

The following is the mutant living dead crowd that rushes past.

As long as he wants, these people don’t want to find him.

“Is the master here? We are ready, we can temporarily shield Maya Industries’ devices! Or let their
signal feedback be delayed!” At

this time, the voice of the evil god came.

Levi Garrison looked helpless.

Why did this kid go early… It

‘s just fine when he’s alone.

“Okay! Let’s start! I’ll do a few research studies! You can shield the interference!”

Levi said.

At the moment.

The following variants of the dead crowd slowly passed by.

Levi Garrison swooped down suddenly.

Grabbing the two of them, they dragged away quietly.

The mutants of the Living Dead weren’t spotted at all, and they were still moving forward.

These two variants of the living dead still want to fight back.

Levi Garrison used force, the terrifying force penetrated the body through the battle armor, and directly
killed the two variants of the living dead.

Came to a quiet place.

Levi Garrison took down the devices on the two variants of the living dead, scanned them with the
instruments they carried, and sent them to the Underworld God and Li Chengmin.

What is the purpose of Maya Industry now… I

‘m afraid that it can be known by analyzing this device…

After receiving the data, Li Chengmin and the evil god and others went to study.

Levi Garrison was watching Zoey and their movements while waiting for the results.

…On

the aircraft carrier of Maya Industries.

“What’s the matter? Haven’t you found Levi Garrison?”

Several senior executives looked a little crazy.

“Yeah, I still haven’t found Levi Garrison! I feel like he should be hiding! Although his strength is average,
he has rich experience and is the most cunning old oil in this group! If he hides, it is really difficult to
find! “

They searched all the places they could find, and there was no figure of Levi Garrison at all.

“Now! We have to rely on others to find them! Although we can manipulate these variants of the living
dead, they are not humans after all, their brains are just full of violence, and their IQs are still not high
enough!”

“Didn’t Sanxing Group have one or two hundred people in it? Give them the green light all the way, and
quickly find someone for me! As well as the people we mingled in, let me find Levi Garrison!”

“Then encourage those who have hatred with Levi Garrison to find it! I don’t believe it. To him!”

…For

a time, Levi Garrison was everywhere in the primeval forest.

But he is waiting for Li Chengmin and the others to give the result, what exactly is Maya Industry going
to do…
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After waiting for ten minutes.

The result is here.

“Maya Industry is collecting information and data! All the information and data of everyone who
participated in the challenge has been collected by them! Including everyone’s exercises and stunts… As
long as all the means displayed in the face of mutant monsters are included…”

Li Chengmin told Levi Garrison the results of the analysis.

“That is to say, the purpose of Maya Industry this time is to collect all the information, skills, skills,
offensive and defensive methods of everyone…no, it should be offensive methods…”

Levi Garrison understood.

...
Maya Industry takes advantage of the challenge of everyone.

After encountering the mutant living dead, almost no one will run away.

They all choose to attack directly.

...
Maya Industry is collecting offensive methods!

The offensive skills of the strong men equivalent to two-thirds of the gods’ list and the quasi-shen’s list
are all exposed, and they are completely controlled by them.

So what do they collect these offensive methods for?

Levi Garrison understood.

This is an offensive method used to enrich the variants of the living dead!

The defense of the mutant living dead is the topmost, and none of the masters of the gods can be killed.

The only thing missing is that the offensive methods are not rich enough.

No threat to the real powerhouses!

No matter how large the number is, as long as they are not trapped in prison, the strong can still escape
easily.

But if you have the offensive methods of these strong men, it will be different.

Offense and defense are the most terrifying.

You can’t beat me to death.

You still can’t beat me!

How to play like this?

This is the real purpose!

Collect as much as possible the offensive methods of the strong in this world to equip the Army of the
Living Dead.

That would be an unimaginable combat power.

Who can stop it?

Fortunately, Levi Garrison ordered in advance that the strong one-third of the forces controlled by the
Bible organization all withdrew.

Otherwise, it would be terrible…If

Maya Industry can get all these, then the Legion of the Living Dead will be extremely powerful.

The threat to the world is too great!

Another point is that after they have collected enough information about the strong, all the strengths
and weaknesses equivalent to everyone are exposed, and they are all under their control.

That is to say, strong people like Xiao Feng, Kirin ( Qilin ), and Zoey are completely useless for Maya
Industry.

Everything about you is controlled by them.

They can specifically target you, and your combat effectiveness is equivalent to zero!

It’s no different from ordinary people.

And it’s not one or two people.

This is the strong two-thirds of the god list and the quasi god list!

This is terrible!

Of course this is not important!

The important thing is that they will create an invincible army of the living dead!

Coupled with the special weapons of Maya Industry, who can be the enemy?

But all this was a joke to Levi Garrison.

He is only interested in the purpose of Maya Industry.

This behavior really resembles the laboratory of the gods.

However, there is still no evidence that they are similar to the Lab of the Gods…We

have to continue to look for it!

What is Levi Garrison going to do next?

Now that I know the purpose of Maya Industry.

Then Levi Garrison would stop it.

Let Zoey give up the challenge and don’t expose yourself.

At this time, Li Dazhong began to contact Levi Garrison.

Claim that he got the order.

“What? Does Maya Industry have to kill me? Still saying that I am an old enemy?”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“It’s interesting, interesting…” In

this way, Levi Garrison connected Maya Industry to the Lab of the Gods.

“Okay, leave here temporarily!”

Levi Garrison left temporarily.

Soon after.

Groups of people came here.

Even Zoey and others who stood out from the siege also converged here.

But no one saw Levi Garrison’s figure.

Only two variants of the living dead were seen falling to the ground.

“What? This monster was killed?”

“How is this possible? Who killed it?”

When the mutant living dead was destroyed, everyone was shocked. Can anyone kill this thing?
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During this time, they are all dealing with this stuff.

Take out all your best and take out all the housekeeping skills, you can’t kill one!

Exhausted all kinds of methods will not work!

Even Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and Tiger (Bai Hu), together with four or five powerhouses of the gods,
could not kill one of them.

The top 30 or 40 of their gods are not good!

How could anyone kill it?

...
Impossible!

The hundreds of people present were stunned.

All think so.

...
How could anyone kill this thing?

It’s impossible!

Whether they are strong or not, they think so.

The monsters under these armors are unkillable!

But the fact is that someone did kill two!

It’s alive in front of everyone’s eyes.

This is true!

A fact that everyone sees!

“Who did this on earth? This… Doesn’t it mean that there is a strong

man among us who can kill this monster?” Someone told a terrible fact.

However, there were the top 30 or even the top 20 powerhouses on the gods list.

Everyone understands the fact-they simply can’t kill these monsters!

Unless the top ten of the gods…

no!

Maybe the top ten on the god list is not good either!

Maybe it’s at the level of the first dark god on the list of gods!

The strongest person who came to challenge this time was only the thirteenth on the god list.

It is impossible to kill such a monster!

Now the mutant monster is killed!

That means that they have mixed in with super strong…The

situation is much more terrifying than before!

Everyone was shocked!

Are all wondering what kind of strong can kill monsters?

“By the way, where’s the boss? It’s important for us to find the boss!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others still care about Levi Garrison’s situation.

“Yes, where is Levi Garrison?”

Other people also reacted.

Everyone came to Levi Garrison.

Unexpectedly, I encountered this situation halfway through.

“Find! Keep looking!”

Whether it is a corpse or a living person, everyone must find it.

Zoey, they were trembling and sweating nervously.

They most hope that Levi Garrison can hide now…

Everyone has begun to find Levi Garrison again.

Looking along the way, everyone was surprised to find more and more variants of the living dead lying
on the ground.

All were killed.

The head exploded, and the body exploded.

And the armor is intact, and the inside has become muddy… for

sure!

Everyone is sure now!

There must be a super power coming in… It is

estimated that their purpose is not a challenge at all, it should be something else…

Levi Garrison is naturally the one who did these variants of the living dead.

Now the Underworld God and the others can help, so Levi Garrison basically saw one kill one.

Never get used to faults anymore.

So this way, variants are everywhere.

The method of death was tragic and heart palpitating!

The more you look for Levi Garrison, the more trembling in everyone’s heart.

“What? Two living dead were killed?”

Maya Industry also received the news.

Originally, they couldn’t know that the mutant living dead had been destroyed, but they arranged a lot
of undercover agents among these strong men.

So they also received the news.

“There are variants of the living dead being killed? How could it be possible?” In

Maya Industries’ aircraft carrier base, everyone was going crazy.

As the maker of the mutant living dead, no one knows how hard it is to kill the mutant living dead better
than them.

They know much better than Sanxing Group!

To be able to kill the mutant living dead, that strength is too super terrifying!

At least none of these people who came to the challenge could do it.

How could such a strong man suddenly pop up?

“Check! Check it out for me! Who the hell is…”

Everyone in Maya Industry was very curious.

“Four more were found!”

“Seven more were found!”

… There were constant news reports, and after a while, the mutant living dead fell down hundreds of
times…
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“Here! Who is in the crowd? We don’t even know! What exactly is this person doing?”

“Send out all the forces we can to find out, Levi Garrison doesn’t care about it for now!”

…

Maya Industry wants to Anxious.

I immediately tried my best to find someone.

He did all this.

...

Mutant Living Dead, the more he kills, the better.

Next, it’s best to let Zoey a variant of them that the living dead can’t touch.

As long as you can’t meet the mutant living dead, you won’t expose your own things.

...
The plans of Maya Industry will naturally be destroyed.

I don’t know, he may not care.

But knowing the purpose of Maya industry, it must be managed.

Zoey and the others searched for a long time, and finally saw Levi Garrison in a dense forest swamp
area.

Levi Garrison just finished solving several variants of the living dead.

As soon as they fell, they fell into the swamp, sinking deeper and deeper.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…the

surface of the swamp, gurgling bubbles.

Obviously something is sinking.

After Zoey and others arrived, they all stared at the bubbling bubbling of the swamp.

In addition, Levi Garrison was covered in blood, and they all thought that Levi Garrison had just killed
someone.

He also threw people into the swamp.

After all, Levi Garrison had many enemies, and it was normal for a few to come out.

But what they didn’t expect was that there were mutant living dead in the swamp.

But it is impossible for everyone to take a look.

Even the swamp is useless for everyone.

“Boss, why did you hide here?”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) asked.

Levi Garrison shook his head, “I didn’t hide, I just came here and cleared all the obstacles! You guys
shouldn’t encounter mutant living dead along the way, right?”

“Yes, that’s right.”

Everyone looked at each other.

That’s true.

Along the way, it was really half a variant that the living dead hadn’t seen.

The only ones I saw were destroyed and wiped out.

“I cleared it all away!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

That said.

People will not believe it more and more.

I took a look at the mountainous landforms here.

So suitable for hiding.

Levi Garrison either hides in the swamp or hides in other places, it is easy to avoid the mutant living
dead.

He has been hiding here all the time, and indeed he hasn’t encountered it.

“It’s great that you’re okay, I just worried about us!”

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

“You are all here, right? Is there any contact information for other people?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Yes, we have the contact information for 70 to 80% of people!”

Phoenix (Suzaku) nodded.

“Okay, now you contact everyone who can be reached! Let everyone quit the challenge and withdraw
from the primeval forest! Hurry, hurry!”

Levi Garrison ordered.

“Huh?” But

this surprised everyone.

“Withdraw from the challenge? Withdraw?”

Everyone found a little bit of fun from the challenge and just adapted to the rhythm of life and death.

In the first battle, everyone improved too much.

After finding Levi Garrison, he planned to continue to fight hard and continue to improve.

At this time, I told everyone to withdraw and withdraw… Everyone

has to doubt this, right?

“What’s the matter with the boss? Why did you let us withdraw from the challenge?”

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison in confusion.

“Yeah, we are all able to practice, and we have improved a lot! It is a bit bad to quit because of
unknown!” It can be

seen that everyone is unwilling to quit.

“It’s not just you withdrawing, but everyone withdrawing from now on! Hurry up! Notify others! I’ll
explain to you later! It’s too late!”

Levi Garrison didn’t want everything about these strong men to be exposed.

Now is the most important moment.

“No! We can’t quit! This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! I have never improved so fast, I absolutely
can’t quit!” Zoey said suddenly.

